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TURN PR CREATIVITY TO PROBLEM-SOLVING, DOLE SUGGESTS
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Sen. Bob Dole (R-Kan.) urged the administration Tuesday to channel
some of the creative energies that have been devoted to imaginative public relations into
pressing problem-solving enterprises instead.
Listing a number of critical problems facing the nation at home and abroad, the 1976
Republican vice-presidential nominee said the GOP can serve the country best by supporting
President Carter when he is right -- and coming up with constructive alternatives when he is
wrong.
Dole said the President understandably wanted to make the best impression during his
first month in office and can be forgiven the initial public relations blitz.
"But our national needs are so demanding," he told a Republican dinner audience, "that
they require hard substantive thinking and planning now rather than more symbolism and promotional razzle-dazzle.

11

Many Democratic members of Congress have been less than rigorous in their ethical
requirements for officials of the new administration, Dole declared.
"President Ford spoke of the dangers of a veto-proof Congress,'' the senator recalled.
"Our danger now is a Congress with blinders on -- a Democratic Congress that is unwilling to J
examine objectively the policies and deeds of the Democratic administration."
(Full Text Attached)
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The new administration has now completed its first month in power: The new President has been-6ur
constant companion on the television screen and on the front pages of our newspapers and magazines
as he makes the always difficult transition from the rhetoric of the opposition candidate to the
awesome responsibilitie s of governing this nation.
Those of us in the new party of opposition can only wish . him well.
The staggering problems that we face as a nation make this the only wise course for our party -our party of the "loyal opposition." Whether to commit financial resources to the development
of improved weapons systems when we are talking arms control with the Soviet Union. How to
respond to the danger of a bloody race war in Africa. How to balance the grim requirements of
foreign intelligence gathering with the ideals of an open government. How to increase the supply
of energy without running fuel prices beyond the reach of middle income Americans. How to get the
economy perking again and more Americans back to work without setting off a new surge of runaway
inflation.
These are tough problems that are not given to simple~ pat solutions. Republicans can serve their
country best -- and merit the confidence of the voters -- by offering concrete alternative ideas
in a spirit of constructive criticism, whenever that criticism is called for. There is no
challenge more important to both of our parties today than to put aside the tempation for oversimplifying our problems. Unfortunately, it has been easier to lash out at the oil companies
munitions makers and other vicarious villains than to arrive at sound energy and defense policies
that may require sacrifice and political risk.
It is in this spirit that I wish

to ~ offer

a couple of preliminary observations this evening.

Time for Leadership
First, I would suggest that the President and his staff ease off on the public relations throttle.
Now it is natural for a new leader to want to make a good impression, to convince everyone of his
earnest desire to do good things. And it is only sensible, I suppose, for him to want to feel
his way for~ while. We can all understand that. But our national needs are so critical, so
demanding, that they require hard substantive thinking and planning now rather than symbolism and
promotional razzle-dazzle.
It is time· now for the highly imaginative thinking that has clearly been devoted to all this
be applied to the real challenge of leadership. Some of the P.R. has really been
quite imaginative. When the new attorney general was sworn in, the President talked of "swinging
open the doors" of the Justice Department building so that the people could come in. For
security reasons, you can't get into the Justice building without government identification .
So photographers were on hand to record the symbolic act of unlocking the huge main doors to tr~
building. Well, the doors are open now. Extra uniformed guards were hired to make sure that 1__.
one without government identification enters, same as before. The people still can't get in!
raz~le-dgzzle

Now that we've heard the overture, let's get on with the performance.
Double Standards
The events of the last few weeks have demonstrated something else, too. And that is the double
standard of propriety applied by the Democratic majorities in Congress to the conduct of
Republican and Democratic administration s.
Soon after taking office, the attorney general -- an old friend from Atlanta -- went to see the
President about a politically sensitive investigation that he had inherited from the Ford
administration.
The allegations invovled members of Congress and reports of payoffs from the Korean government.
According to news accounts, the President told the attorney general not to let the matter drag on
too long -- to wind it up soon.
While I am sure his interest in the matter was well intended, imagine what the reaction would
have been if a Republican President involved himself in any Wily with the conduct of a criminal
investigation by the Justice Department -- especially one with political overtones such as this
The demands for a special prosecutor would have echoed off the Capitol dome.
In protecting against possible conflicts of interest, my impression is that the Democrats in
Congress have been less zealous than before. Only this week, several weeks after he was confirmed
and took office, did anyone bother to inform us that the Secretary of HEW's stock holdings -placed in a blind trust -- included an interest of up to $50,000 in the stock of a hospital supply
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company.

I dare say a Republican would have been required to dispose of such holdings.

Of course my Democratic colleague s in the Senate do have other things on their minds -- like
judgeships to fill. During the campaign, Mr. Carter proposed that district judges be chosen by
blue ribbon committees without any considera tion of political aspects or influence .
That made good campaign rhetoric, but it didn't set so well with the Democratic senators.
first sign of senatoria l resistanc e, the administr ation abandoned the idea.

rJ

the

Norma 1 "Poli ti cs 11
You might say that all this is the normal operation of "politics " at work in Washington, and
perhaps it is. But, I submit, if the events of 1972 and 1973 taught us anything, it should have
been to do whatever we can to insulate the machinery of justice from the routine machinations of
routine politics. Democrats in Congress -- and some of the news media as well -- will close their
eyes to conduct that aroused their indignati on when the Republicans were in the White House.
The lesson to be learned is an obvious one, of course. Our history has taught us that a balance
of partisan as well as institutio nal power is healthy. President Ford spoke of the dangers of a
veto-proof Congress. Our danger now is a Congress with blinders on -- a Democratic Congress
that is unwilling to examine objective ly the policies and deeds of the Democratic administr ation.
The short-term answer is to elect more Republicans to Congress next year -- a goal that I expect
to be talking about a lot from now on.
'Out numbered as we are, Republicans are trying to develop specific concrete positions to dispel
the old notion that we are a party of 11 aginners 11 incapable of dealing positivel y with very real
problems.
Fiscal policy is a case in point. The budget revisions that Mr. Carter -~roposed ' last ~eek
_
deferred a lot of vital decisigns ~Dile __continuing a lot of questiona ble spending programs and,
incidenta lly, added about $10 billion a year tQ th~ projected budget deficit. It may just have
been th~t some .of the promotional P.R. -- such as the cutback on the use of White House "limn11sinPs
-- WgS designed to screen the multi-bil iion dollar increase in the budqet.
By postponing many of the most pressing budget decisions -- on defense, social security, health;
energy, welfare, and in other areas -- the President probably both understat ed the likely deficit
and put off until the end of the next fiscal year -- October 1978 -- his opportun ity to
significa ntly alter budget policy. By then, his term will be almost half finished.
In the meantime, he is clinging to tired old approaches to the problem of unemployment -temporary but expensive public service jobs and about $2 billion a year in additiona l public
works projects which is an inefficie nt delayed action way of putting people to work. Since the
first $2 billion in public works funds were made available five months ago, it is reported that
265 jobs have been created, and .they were bureaucra tic jobs to review applicati ons, not
construct ion jobs.
Republicans know that more and costlier government need not be the automatic response to every
public concern. The rise in taxes and government spending has contribut ed more to inflation th~n
anything else. That is why we are for permanent tax cuts and the employment tax credit -- a .._..,,
incentive for private employers to hire additiona l workers for permanent jobs.
The Republican party can play a positive role in Congress and in the affairs of our country. As
the party of the loyal oppositio n, we stand ready to support the President when he is right and
to come up with construct ive alternati ves when he is wrong. With its public relations techniques,
the new administr ation has demonstrated a great deal of talented ingenuity these first few
The time has come for the President to turn from gestures to leadershi p, from gimmicks to weeks.
governing.
#######
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